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INTRODUCTION 
In [1] J .C. Ferrar and the present author studied neighbor-preserving homo-
morphisms between projective ring planes, which are mappings preserving 
incidence and the neighbor relation between points and lines. These are general-
izations of the homomorphisms between ordinary Desarguesian projective 
planes which have first been studied by W. Klingenberg [2]. On the other hand, 
in the context of projective planes over rings of stable rank 2 as studied in [4] 
an obvious question to ask is, what mappings between such planes are induced 
by homomorphisms between the coordinatizing rings. If one requires that the 
ring homomorphisms carry 1 to 1, they induce distant-preserving homo-
morphisms which are mappings preserving incidence and the negation of the 
neighbor relation between a point and a line. The main result of this paper is 
that any distant-preserving homomorphism 'II is induced by a ring homo-
morphism carrying 1 to 1, provided the two planes are coordinatized with 
respect to basic quadrangles which correspond under If/; see Theorem 4.1. A 
similar result in the context of affine planes over commutative rings has been 
proved by F. Kniippel and M. Kunze [3], who use a quite different approach. 
In a forthcoming paper [5] we will deal with homomorphisms between pro-
jective ring planes which only preserve incidence. They turn out to be products 
of a bijective neighbor-preserving homomorphism followed by an arbitrary 
distant-preserving homomorphism. 
In this paper all rings are associative with 1, a sub ring has the same identity 
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element 1, and all ring homomorphisms must carry 1 to 1. The set of units 
(invertible elements) in a ring R is denoted by R *. 
l. DISTANT-PRESERVING HOMOMORPHISMS 
A (projective) Barbilian plane P = (P *• P *, 1. ::::::) consists of a set of points P * 
and a set of lines P* together with two symmetric relations between P* and P*, 
viz., incidence: xll, and the neighbor relation: x::::::/, and which satisfy seven 
axioms given in [4], (3.1) or [1], 1.1. If two more axioms on the existence of 
central transvections and of (affine) dilatations and their duals (see [4], (4.16) 
or [1], 3.1) are satisfied, P is a (projective) ring plane. Such a plane can be 
coordinatized by a ring R of stable rank 2, and is then denoted by P 2(R). 
The neighbor relation between a point and a line defines two other neighbor 
relations: for x,y E P* (I, mE P*), x:::::: y (/:::::: m) means that x:::::: I for all/ly (resp. 
/::::::x for all xlm). A point x and a line I are distant if x-:Fl, and similarly for 
two points or two lines. We recall that xvy denotes the unique line connecting 
distant points x andy, and II\ m the unique point of intersection of distant lines 
I and m. 
1.1 DEFINITION. A distant-preserving homomorphism VI: P-> P' of Barbilian 
planes is a pair of mappings VI•=P.->P' *• VI*:P*->P'* satisfying 
xll in P~ Vl•(x)IVI*(/) in P', 
x-:F I in P~ VI .(x) '4:: VI*(/) in P'. 
Often we shall just write VI instead of VI• and VI*· We shall also write d-p 
homomorphism, or just homomorphism for a VI as above, whereas n-p homo-
morphism will mean neighbor-preserving homomorphism as defined in [1], 
Def. 1.3. 
A d-p homomorphism also maps distant points on distant points, and the 
same with lines: 
x-:Fy for x,yeP.~VI(X)-:FVI(Y) in P', 
I* m for /,mE P*~ VI(/)* Vl(m) in P'. 
The most important example of a d-p homomorphism is that induced 
between two projective ring planes P 2(R) and P 2(R') by a homomorphism ({J of 
the coordinatizing rings with ({J(l) = 1. We shall study that in some more detail 
in 1.3, after some preliminaries on rings of stable rank 2. The latter are in fact 
known results but for convenience of the reader we shall give a proof here. We 
refer to [4], § 1 for more information on stable rank 2. 
1.2 LEMMA. Let R be a ring of stable rank 2 and ({J: R->S a surjective homo-
morphism on a ringS with ({J(1) = 1. Then 
(i) S has stable rank 2; 
(ii) If a'{J' = 1 inS, there exist a and fJ in R such that a{J = 1, ({J(a) =a', ({J({J) = {J'. 
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PROOF. (i) If (QJ(el), QJ(e2)) is unimodular in S2, then A.1 e1 + A.2e2 = 1 + 11 for 
certain A.ieR, qeker QJ, so A. 1e1+(A.2e2-q)=l. Since R has stable rank 2, 
there exists aeR such that e1 +a(A.2e2-q) is invertible, so QJ(e1)+QJ(aA.2)QJ(e2) 
is invertible in S. 
(ii) Take ai>P1eR with QJ(a1)=a',QJ(P1)=P'. Then a 1P1=1+e for some 
e E ker QJ. The pair (p 1, e) is unimodular in R 2, hence P = P 1 + yt is invertible in 
R for some y. Let a=p- 1, then QJ(P}=P' and QJ(a)=a'. 
1.3 EXAMPLE. Let Rand R' be rings of stable rank 2, and qJ:R-+R' a homo-
morphism with QJ(1) = 1. The mappings 
iP *: r ao. a I> az1-+ r QJ(ao). QJ(al), QJ(az) 1 
and 
define a d-p homomorphism rp:P2(R)-+P2(R'), which is said to be induced 
by (/}. 
The proof that lP is a d-p homomorphism is straightforward, since lP sends 
units to units. We will show that, in fact, all d-p homomorphisms between ring 
planes are of this kind (Theorem 4.1). As a first step we study some properties 
of rp. We maintain the notations of the example and set S = QJ(R). 
A unimodular triple in S3 is unimodular in R'3, and if two such triples are 
right proportional with a proportionality factor [!ER'*, then in fact [!ES* as 
is easily deduced from unimodularity. This allows us to identify P 2(S)* with a 
subset of P2(R')*, as we shall do from now on. Similarly for lines. 
REMARK. A triple in S3 which is unimodular in R'\ need not be right pro-
portional to a unimodular triple in S3• This means that a point in P2(R') may 
have all its coordinates in S without being a point in P 2(S). Take, e.g., 
S = k[X, Yk~. Y), the polynomial ring in two variables X, Y localized with 
respect to the maximal ideal (X, Y); thus S is a local ring, so has stable rank 
2; and take for R' the field of rational functions in X and Y. Then (X, Y, 0) is 
unimodular in R '3 but not proportional to a unimodular triple in S3• 
PROOF. If (QJ(a0),QJ(a1),QJ(a2)) is unimodular in S3, we can find P1,P2 , yeR 
such that 
since S has stable rank 2. By Lemma 1.2, ii) we can find e E ker lP such that 
a1 + P1ao+ y(az + Pzao) + e eR *, 
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which implies that (a0,a1 +e,a2) is unimodular in R3• Apparently, 
IP.(r ao. a,+ e, a21) = r qJ(a0 ), qJ(a,), qJ(a2)1. 
Similarly for IP *. 
The ring plane P2(S) has its incidence relation induced by P2(R') but the 
neighbor relation in P 2(S), which we denote by - , is not induced by the 
neighbor relation in P2(R'), since a nonunit in S may well be a unit in R'. 
However, we can describe - by the neighbor relation in P2(R) and IP. We shall 
give two conditions equivalent to - . 
1.5 For x'eP2(S)., /'eP2(S)* we have: 
{ x'-1' in P2(S)#x==l for all xeP2(R)., /eP2(R)* (a) 
with IP(x) = x', IP(l) = I' 
{ x'-1' in P2(S)#'HxeP2(R)* with IP(x)=x' such that (b) 
x==l for alii e P2(R *) with IP(l) =I'. 
PROOF. => follows since IP is distant-preserving. It suffices to prove the 
converse implication in (b). Let x= f~0.~,.~21 and I= LA.0,A."A.2J be such that 
IP(x) = x' +I'= IP(/). Since the group E 3(R) acts transitively on the points of 
P2(R) (see [4], (2.4)(i)), we can find an invertible 3 x 3-matrix A =(au) with all 
a;je R such that A(~0• ~" ~2) = (1, 0, 0). Take (,u0, ,u1, ,u2) = (A.0, A." A.2)A -I. The 
matrix qJ{A) = (qJ(au» induces a collineation in P2(S) which maps x' on 
rt,O,Ol and/' on LqJ{,u0),qJ(,u1),qJ{,u2)J. From x'+l' it follows that rl,O,Ol + 
+ LqJ{,u0), qJ(,u 1), qJ(,u2)J. This means that qJ(.uo) is invertible, hence by 1.2(ii) 
we can find eeker qJ such that ,u0 +e is invertible. Define (v0, v1, v2)= 
=(,u0 +e,,u",u2)A, then IPLv0,v1,v2J=l' and x*Lv0,v"v2J. This proves e= 
in (b). 
2. THE IMAGE OF A DISTANT-PRESERVING HOMOMORPHISM 
From now on we deal with projective ring planes, say P= P2(R) and P' = P2(R') 
with rings Rand R' of stable rank 2. Let lfi:P-+P' be a d-p homomorphism. 
We will show in this section that the set of points lf/(P.) and the set of lines 
lf/(P*) form a Barbilian plane, called lf/(P), if we take as incidence relation that 
of P' and a neighbor relation defined by a condition like (a) in 1.5 with IP 
replaced by If/. This image plane lf/(P) will in § 3 be shown to be a ring plane. 
Once we know that, it is easy to show (in § 4) that 1f1 defines a ring homo-
morphism qJ:R-+R' such that lfi=IP (as in 1.3). 
The notation Tc,t:a,b is used for the unique {c, /)-transvection or {c, /)-
dilatation which maps a on b, provided the points a, b, c and the line I are in 
the appropriate position. 
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For xeP* its image under f/1 is often denoted by x'. Conversely, given 
x' e I/I(P.) we denote by x some point, or a specified point, mapped upon x' by 
f/1. Similarly for lines. 
2.1 LEMMA. If a,b,ceP., /eP* satisfy ell, a*/, b*l, blavc, then their 
1/1-images a', b', c', I' satisfy the same conditions in P', and 
1/1° Tc,l:a,b = Tc',l':a',b' 0 f/1. 
PROOF. The observation about a', b', c', I' is immediate since f/1 is a d-p homo-
morphism. Now first consider a point x*avc. Then Tc,l:a,bx=(bVu)l\(cvx), 
where u=(aVx)/\1. The same holds for Tc',l':a',b'x' with u replaced by u'= 
= (a'V x')A.I'. It is immediate that u' = 1/f(U) and hence 1/f(Tc,l:a,bx) = Tc',l':a',b'x', 
which proves the result in this case. 
Next consider an arbitrary point x in P. From [4], § 3 we know that there 
exist lines mhm2 , both lx and *ave, with m 1 *m2, and that on each m; there 
are points Y;. Z;, both *ave, such that Y;*Z;. Then 
1/fo Tc,l:a,bU = Tc',/':a',b'o 1/f(U) 
holds for u = Y;, Z; by the case treated above, hence so it does for u = x as 
X= (y1 V Z1) I\ (y2 V Z2). 
2.2 DEFINITION. The image of the d-p homomorphism 1/f:P--+P' is f//(P)= 
=Q=(Q.,Q*,I, -)with 
Q.=f//•(P*); Q*=f/I*(P*); for all x'eQ. and /'eQ*: 
x'll' in Q<*x'll' in P' 
x'-1' in Q<*x=l in P for all xeP., leP* 
such that f//(X) = x', f/1(/) =I'. 
Since 1/1 is d-p, x'=l' in P' implies x'-1' in Q for x'eQ., /'eQ*. The con-
verse need not hold as we noticed already after 1.4 for the case that f/1 = tp. 
Before showing in 2.4 that Q is a Barbilian plane we derive some ancillary 
results which are to serve in several reasonings. 
2.3 LEMMA. 
(i) If leP*, x'eQ* with x'll'=f/1(/), then xeP* exists with the properties 
1/f(X) =x' and xll. 
(ii) If x'eQ., /'eQ*, x'+l', then for each xeP* with 1/f(X)=x' there exists 
I e P * such that f/1(/) =I' and x *I. 
(iii) Ifxe P., I eP*, xll andy' e Q •• y'll' = f/1(/), y' +x' = 1/f(X), then there exists 
yeP* satisfying 1/f(y)=y', yll, Y*X. 
PROOF. (i) Take any x 1 eP* with f/I(X1)=x', and ueP* such that u*l, 
u * x 1 • The point x = ( u v x 1) 1\1 is easily seen to have the required properties. 
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(ii) Since x'+l', we can find x1 eP., /1 eP* such that IJI(X1)=x', lf/(/1)=/' 
and x 1 *-11 by definition of-. Pick meP*, m*x, m*x~> and a,beP., aim, 
blm, a*b; a',b',m' are the IJI-images of a,b,m, respectively. With x2 = 
= (x1 v a) 1\ (xv b) we have x2 * m and 
Take l=Tb,m:x2,xTa,m:x1,x/I> then x*l since x 1*-11• Now notice. that IJI(X1)= 
= 1J1(X2) = IJI(X) =X', and that Ta',m':x',x' as well as Tb',m':x',x' equals the identity 
in P'. With the aid of Lemma 2.1 we conclude that If/(/)=/'. 
(iii) Pick m'ly' with m' +x'. By (ii) we can find m eP* such that IJI(m) =m' 
and m*x. The point y=/1\m does the job. 
COROLLARY. For x',y' E Q., /', m' E Q*, 
x'-y' <* x'"" y for all x, yeP* with If!( X) = x', IJI{y) = y', 
1'-m'<*l=::mfor alll,meP* with IJI(l)=l',IJI(m)=m'. 
PROOF. This follows from Def. 2.2 by using (i) of the above lemma and its 
dual. 
2.4 We are now ready to verify that Q as defined in 2.2 satisfies the axioms 
1-6 of [4], (3.1) for a Barbilian plane. 
1. If x'll', then x' =::/' in P', so x' -I' in Q. 
2. Givenx'+y', thereexist.x,yeP.such thatx*y, IJI(X)=x', IJI{y)=y'. The 
line IJI(XV y) connects x' andy'. Since x' * y' in P', there can be no more lines 
through x' andy'. The dual argument yields 2'. 
3. Let/', m' and x' be such that/'+ m', x'll', I' 1\m' +x'. Choose x and I such 
that xll, IJI(X)=x', IJI(/)=1'. By 2.3, (iii) we can find yll such that Y'*-X and 
IJI{y)=/'1\m', and by the dual of 2.3, (iii) there is mly such that l*m and 
IJI(m)=m'. By axiom 3 for P, x*m and hence x'+m'. 
The verification of axiom 4, 5 and 6 is easy. 
3. CENTRAL COLLINEATIONS AND DISTANT-PRESERVING HOMOMORPHISMS 
We keep the notations of the previous section, i.e., IJI:P-+P' is a d-p homo-
morphism of projective ring planes, and Q= (Q., Q*, 1.-) its image. We begin 
by showing the existence oftransvections in Q, that is that axiom 7 of [4], (4.16) 
holds in Q. 
3.1 LEMMA. Assume I' e Q *, a', b', c' e Q. with c'll', a'+/', b' + /', b'la'V c'. 
Then there is a unique (c', /') transvection T;?,r:a',b' in Q mapping a' on b'. 
Moreover, T;?,r:a',b' is the restriction to Q. and Q* of the transvection Tc',l':a',b' 
in P', and for leP*, a,b,ceP.satisjying ell, a*-1, b*-1, blavc, where l,a,b,c 
are mapped by 1f1 on /',a', b', c', we have 
lfl oT -TQ OIJI c,l:a,b- c',l':a',b' · 
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PROOF. Consider l',a',b',c' as given. By Lemma 2.3 we can find leP*, 
a,b,ceP., mapped by If/ on l',a',b',c', respectively, and such that cj/, a*/, 
bjavc, b*c, hence b*l. Lemma 2.1 implies that the transvection Tc' r·a' b' in 
P' maps Q* and Q* upon themselves, hence it induces a collinearity-preserving 
bijection of Q upon itself, which we call Tf?.r:a',b" For x' e Q* and m' e Q* we 
find, using Lemma 2.1 again, 
x'-m'~x=m for all xeP* with lf/(X)=x' and all 
meP* with lfl(m)=m' 
~ Tc,l:a,bX""" Tc,l:a,bm for all x,m as above 
~ Tf?.r:a',b'x'- Tf?.r:a',b'm'. 
This shows that Tf?.r:a',b' is a (c', /')-transvection in Q. The rest is clear. 
We shall say that in the situation of the above lemma, Tc,t:a,b induces 
Tf?.r:a',b'' or that the latter can be lifted up to, or is induced by, the former. 
For dilatations and affine dilatations similar statements hold but in order to 
prove these we need some lemmas. 
In a Barbilian plane we call the group generated by all central transvections 
the little projective group, denoted by LPG. In a ring plane P2(R) this is 
nothing but E3(R) acting on the plane. 
3.2 LEMMA. In a Barbilian plane Q=(Q.,Q*,J, -)in which axiom 7 is 
valid, LPG is transitive on collinear triples of points which are mutually distant. 
PROOF. Consider collinear points x 1,x2,x3 with x;+Xj for i=f::.j, and similarly 
y 1,y2,y3 • By a product of at most two central transvections with axis l+x1,y1 
we can map y 1 upon x1 (see the proof of 2.3 (ii) above, or [4), (4.24)). So 
assume we have x1 = y 1• Then Y2 is mapped upon x2 by a product of at most 
two central transvections with axis mJx1, m+x2,Y2. Thus from now on we 
may assume x1 =y1,x2 =y2 • Call x 1Vx2 =/. Take a point a+l, and a line m 
with mJx1, m+l, m+x1va. Then m+x3Va, m+y3 va. Call ml\(x3Va)=b 
and m 1\ (y3 v a)= c. Both band care +I, and the lines bv x2 and cv x2 are +a, 
+ x3 and + y3 • The product of central transvections 
maps x 1 and x2 each upon itself, and y 3 upon x3 • Thus we have proved the 
result. 
The next lemma is an extension of 2.3. 
3.3 LEMMA. Supposex,yeP., leP*, xJI, yJI, x*y, with lfl-images. x',y',l' 
in Q = lf/(P). For each z' e Q *such that z'll', z' + x', z' + y', there exists a point 
zll such that z*x, Z*Y and lf/(Z)=z'. 
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PROOF. Pick ull, u:Fx,y. Then 1/f(U)=u'll', u'+x',y'. By a product of (at 
most two) central transvections in Q we can move u' to z' while leaving x' and 
y' fixed, by the previous lemma. Each of these transvections can be lifted up 
to a transvection in P, whose product transforms 
xi, Yi• zi are mutually distant points mapped by 11f upon x', y', z', respectively. 
Now pick a line me P*, m :#X, m :#xi. By [4], 4.24 there exists a product of 
central transvections with axis m which moves xi to x. Each of these trans-
vections is easily seen to induce in Q a central transvection having axis m' which 
leaves x' fixed, hence is the identity. Let Y2 be the image of Yi and z2 that of Zi· 
Now we can find a product of central transvections with axis nix, n :FxVy, 
n :#XV Yz which moves y2 toy and z2 to, say, z. These induce again the identity 
in Q. It follows that 1/f(Z) = l/f(Z2) = 1/f(Zi) = z'. Thus we have found a point z as 
wanted. 
Finally, a lemma on affine collineations. We recall that, for a given line I in 
any Barbilian plane B, the affine plane Bi consists of the points which are 
either on I or *I, and the lines m with either m =I or m *I. The dual of state-
ment (ii) of Lemma 2.3 yields that 1/f(Pi) = Ql' if 1/f(/) = /'. 
For affine collineations, see [4], (4.9). 
3.4 LEMMA. Let ({J be a mapping pi_. pi satisfying 
({J(x) =x for all xll, 
X¢ 1~ ({J(X) :# ({J(I), 
x lm ~ ({J(x)i({J(m). 
Then x::::: m implies ({J(X)""' ({J(m), i.e., ({J is an /-affine co/lineation. 
PROOF. The result being obvious for xll, we assume x:FI, m:Fl and x:::::m. 
Pick a point ylm, y¢1, y:Fx. Then xvy:::::m. Take p=(xvy)/\1 and q=m/\1, 
then p:::::q. Since ({J(y)¢/, we have ({J(y)Vp=({J(y)Vq=({J(m). This implies 
({J(X)""'({J(m). 
We are now ready to prove the analogue of 3.1 for dilatations and affine 
dilatations. fc,i:a,b is the notation for the affine (c,/)-dilatation mapping a 
on b. 
3.5 LEMMA.Suppose l'eQ*, a',b',c'eQ* with c'+l', a'+l', a'+c', b'+l', 
b'la'vc'. 
(i) If b' + c', there is a unique (c', !')-dilatation T~l':a',b' in Q which maps a' on 
b'. Moreover, this dilatation is the restriction to Q* and Q *of the dilatation 
Tc',i':a',b' in P', and for leP*, a,b,ceP* satisfying c¢1, a¢/, a:#c, b:FI, 
b * c, blav c, where I, a, b, c, are mapped by 11f on/', a', b', c', respectively, we 
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have 
'11° Tc,l:a,b = T~l':a',b' 0 'If. 
(ii) For b' not necessarily satisfying b 1 + c', there is a unique affine (c',l')-
dilatation t~l':a',b' in Q which maps a' on b'. Moreover, analogous state-
ments as in (i) hold in this case. 
PROOF. (i) By Lemmas 2.3 and 3.3 we can find /eP* and a,b,ceP* which 
are mapped by 111 on I, a, b, c, respectively, and such that c* I, a* I, a* c, blav c, 
b *I, b *c. The rest is similar to the arguments used to prove lemmas 2.1 and 
3.1 on central transvections. 
(ii) We start by taking /,a, b, c, as in (i) except that the requirement b * c is 
now dropped. Again the affine dilatations fc,l:a,b in P and fc',l':a',b' in P' 
"commute" with 111: 
The argument used to prove this for central transvections (Lemma 2.1 ), which 
also works for dilatations, has to be modified here because of the possibility 
that b==c. On the other hand, we only need to consider points and lines of P1• 
Notice that 111 maps the points and lines of P1 on points and lines of prl'. Now 
consider a point x of P 1; we will show that 
This is obvious for x 11. So assume henceforth x *I. 
Case (a): x*avc. Take u=(avx)Al. Then cvx*avx and u*cvx, there-
fore tcl·abX=(uVb)A(cVx). A similar statement holds for the 111-images in 
P', from which one easily concludes (**) in this case. 
Case (b): arbitrary x*l. Choose lines m1,m2lx, both mi*avc, m1 *m2 • 
Define Yi=miAI and choose on each mi a point zi with Zi*avc, Zi*l. Then 
x= (y1 v z1) A (Y2 v z2). Similarly for the 111-images x',y[, z[. Since (**) holds if 
we substitute Yi or Zi for x, it also holds for x itself. 
The dual statement of(**), i.e., with a line m instead of the point x, follows 
from the observation that either m =I (trivial case) or m = (m A/) v x with x* I. 
Now (*) implies that tc',l':a',b' maps 1/f(P) = Q into itself, where it induces a 
collinearity-preserving transformation leaving the points of I' fixed. Lemma 3.4 
Yields that the induced mapping f;l 1,. 0 , b' is an affine dilatation. The rest of the 
proof is clear. 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
To give an algebraic description of a d-p homomorphism l/f:P2(R)---+P2(R') 
of projective ring planes, we choose a general quadrangle p0,pi>p2, e in P 2(R). 
The 111-images p0,p!,p2,e' form a general quadrangle in I/I(P)=Q and also in 
P'. The proof of the following result follows the lines of the proof of the 
Theorem in 4.2 of [1]. 
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4.1 THEOREM. Let 1f1:P2(R)-+P2(R') be a d-p homomorphism of projective 
planes over rings of stable rank 2. Let P2(R) be coordinatized with respect to 
the general quadrangle p0,p~op2, e, and P2(R') with respect to the general 
quadrangle p(,,pl,p2,e' with p[=lfl(p;), e'=lfl(e). Then there is a ring homo-
morphism qJ: R-+ R' such that If/= tp, where iP is the d-p homomorphism induced 
by qJ (see 1.3): 
PROOF. Set loo=p1Vp2 , 11=p0Vp1, and similarly 1:,.,,11 in P' and also in 
Q= lf/(P). 
{xeP*Ixlli,x¢/oo} = { r1, a, 011aeR} 
is mapped by 1f1 onto {x'eQ*Ix'lll,x'+l:,.,} (by definition of - and Lemma 
2.3), the latter being a subset of 
{x' eP:..Ix'lll,x'¢1:,.,} = { r1, a,011aeR'}. 
Define qJ:R-+R' by 
lf/*rl,a,Ol = rl,qJ(a),Ol for aeR. 
Call Im qJ = S. In the same way as in the proof of [1], 4.2 one now shows, ·using 
the lemmas 3.1 and 3. 5, that qJ is a homomorphism carrying 1 to 1, and that 
If/= tp. 
4.2 PROPOSITION. With the notations of the Theorem we have: 
(i) iP is injective <* qJ is injective. 
(ii) iP is surjective <* S = ({J(R) is an admissable subring of R' (in the sense of 
[1], § 5). 
(iii) iP surjective, x'""' I' in P2(R') if and only if X""' I in P2(R) for all x, I with 
tp(x) = x', tp(l) =I' <* qJ surjective. 
(iv) iP surjective and both distant- and neighbor-preserving <* qJ surjective, 
ker (/J~rad R. 
(v) iP both distant- and neighbor-preserving (i.e., X""' I if and only if tp(x)""' 
""'tp(/)) <* ker qJ ~ rad R, ({J(R) * = ({J(R) n R' *. 
PROOF. (i) is proved in a similar way as in [1], 4.2. 
(ii) iP is surjective means that S = qJ(R) coordinatizes P2(R') with a coarser 
neighbor relation, viz. the neighbor relation - of Q = tp(P) instead of ""' . In 
[1], § 5, it has been shown that this is the case if and only if Sis an admissible 
subring of R'. 
(iii) qJ is surjective means S=R', i.e., iP is surjective and x'-1' in Q=iP(P) 
if and only if x'""' I' in P2(R '). The statement now follows from the definition 
of the neighbor relation - in Q. 
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(iv) follows by combining (ii) with the Theorem in 4.2 of [1] and noticing 
that Sis an admissible subring of R' with S*=SnR'* if and only if S=R. 
(v) follows from the theorem 4.1 above and [1], 4.2. 
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